Press Release
An OctoPerf certified partner in Netherlands & Belgium
Aix en Provence, France, 22nd June 2016: OctoPerf, the performance testing software editor is
proud to announce that Polteq, an independent provider of software testing services, has
obtained the OctoPerf certification for training.
The OctoPerf certification for training qualifies Polteq to offer training based on Octoperf software
to any company or person requiring it.
It makes Polteq a trusted OctoPerf partner in Europe and more specifically in Netherlands and
Belgium. It will ensure to Belgium and Dutch users a local training on Octoperf performance
testing application on demand.
OctoPerf team is delighted to count a new valuable partner able to deliver a highly qualified &
local service. It is the company's desire to cover the market with very dynamic & reliable partners
able to provide a close and methodological accompanying.
OctoPerf is user friendly, easy to understand and allows testers, even beginners to master
OctoPerf and performance testing within only few hours of training. An opportunity for any
company driven by the idea to efficiently set-up performance testing with a cost reasonable
investment.
About OctoPerf
OctoPerf is a French performance testing software Editor. OctoPerf has developped a SaaS solution
allowing to make cloud & on premises testing with a very short learning curve. OctoPerf software
is based on Jmeter, the famous open-source solution. Jmeter is made easy by OctoPerf thanks to a
very intuitive user interface allowing user to entirely run a load testing campaign from the script
creation to the result analyze in a web browser.
For more information please visit https://OctoPerf.com
About Polteq
Polteq is the largest independent specialist in software testing services in the Netherlands and
Belgium and market leader in the area of test training. Their test professionals are in demand
worldwide to solve testing issues and run testing projects. Polteq is also specialized in supporting
organizations to improve their testing processes and implementing test tooling as an independant
and trusted advisor.
For more information please visit https://www.polteq.com/
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